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Executive Summary
The discovery of oil in Kenya has attracted attention and interest from different stakeholders,
including local communities. The Government of Kenya now prioritises the extractives sector
as a key contributor to economic development. Despite these positive expectations, there are
fears of the negative impacts of the sector, which need to be addressed. Following the discovery
of oil in Turkana, the country has seen increased grievances, most of which revolve around
local content, information asymmetry, beneficial ownership, land and compensation, revenue
sharing, and security risks among others. Further, the law and policy making process has
experienced unprecedented delays, for instance, a modern Petroleum Bill to replace the arcane
Petroleum Act of 1986 has been pending in Parliament since 2014, an inclusion of contentious
and weak regulatory provisions as well as the lack of robust consultations among citizens and
stakeholders leading to accusations of elite capture and incompetence among regulatory
officials among others. There is also lack of understanding of the sector, and the type and
nature of grievances and existing remedies (judicial and non-judicial). The sector has
experienced a number of disputes which to a large extent have been handled through formal
court processes. The Constitution of Kenya establishes the Environment and Land Court to
deal with matters relating to land and environment, and goes further to recognize the
importance of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. The inclusion of ADR in the
Constitution is a progressive step and one to a large extent that has not been used and explored
fully to establish its relevance and effectiveness in addressing disputes within the extractives
sector in Kenya especially affecting extractive communities.
With the foregoing in mind, the Extractives Baraza (EB) under Strathmore Extractives Industry
Centre (SEIC) conducted a study on “Advancing Capacity and Access to Justice in Kenya’s
Extractives Sector”, to identify and document extractives related grievances, preferred grievance
handling mechanisms. The project, conducted between June to August 2018 in Turkana
County, was an expansion of the Extractives Baraza’s Pilot Listening Project conducted in April
2017 in Mui Basin, a coal rich region in Kitui County. The findings generated through this
research informed the Judiciary Training on Extractives on 5th-9th November 2018, and will be
used to develop a Judiciary Guide that clearly outlines grievances and potential grievance
handling mechanisms that the judiciary should consider to ensure access to justice in the sector.
A. Methodology
The study applied participatory research method involving the use of interviews, participatory
observation, community meetings, resource mapping, grievance identification and visioning
testimonials, timeline analyses, engagement with state authorities/investor, events and process to
reflect and learn from these. The study was conducted in the Lokichar Basin of Turkana East
and Turkana South – the major areas where the physical operations of the oil development are
taking place.
B. Key Findings

(a) Current and Potential Grievances in Relation to Extractives
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As revealed in the study, the major grievances in the oil sector comprise three issues:
substantive issues relating to resource use, distribution and accessibility, and divergent interests
and needs; relationship issues (grievances about status, power and influence and distorted
perceptions of and negative attitudes to other parties); and procedural issues, such as poor
stakeholder consultations, poor sharing of information, poor planning and coordination. These
grievances, as in other resource rich areas in Kenya, relate to land (control, ownership, access
and compensation, and fear of displacement); lack of or inadequate community consultation
and feeling of exclusion, revenue sharing, demand for employment and business opportunities
in the ongoing oil operations, environmental and health concerns, disruption of pastoral
livelihoods, increased insecurity, and unfulfilled social investment promises by the oil company.
The situation in Turkana South and Turkana East has evolved into a culture of protests when
the people want their grievances heard as can be seen from the timelines. The most recent
incident was in June 2018 following the flagging off of the Early Oil Pilot Scheme by the
Government, in which local communities raised issues of jobs, security and business
opportunities. An important factor in this is inadequate genuine community participation from
the very beginning of oil explorations, and related to this, the reliance upon communication via
elite Turkana who are often disconnected from the communities. Even the few interactions that
occur are exclusively industry driven and devoid of the presence of the county government or
civil society organizations. Stakeholder engagement also continues to be highly transactional
and ad hoc rather than systematic and integrated in the corporate strategy of both the oil
company and the government.
As the country moves to the development phase of oil operations, more grievances may arise if
no structured grievance handling mechanisms are established, with the Judiciary taking lead. It
is anticipated that, most of these grievances will revolve around loss of more community land
for oil development and production, and to pave way for the LAPSSET project, risk of oil
spills when the resources begin to be transported caused by technical accidents or deliberate
sabotage, increased insecurity, and intense social conflicts over revenue allocation or provoked
by the influx migrants in search of economic opportunities.
(b) Initiatives and interventions undertaken to resolve these grievances
The national government, through the Ministry of Petroleum and Mining, has generally been
reactive rather than proactive in resolving grievances from the communities. As revealed in the
study, the Ministry would intervene after protests or demonstrations and MoUs between the
Ministry and the oil company would be signed. However, these have not been effective in
addressing the grievances as the protests have continued since 2013.
The Ministry of Petroleum and Mining recently established the Turkana Grievance Handling
Committee to address future grievances before they escalate to a level that is economically
costly. However, yet again there were sentiments from among some of the Turkana County
officials that they had been sidelined in this structure yet their participation is key. The
structure is heavy on national government representation and very thin on county
representation.
The county government of Turkana uses different committees as information sharing avenues,
namely, the county committees on energy and environment. The County government has also
established a Peace Directorate with structures at the sub county levels. On its part, the oil
company has established its grievance handling mechanisms to address disputes from the
community. There are also company-led departments that share information on oil
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developments. The civil society has also been instrumental in engaging the local community at
different levels, and increasing their knowledge capacity about the oil operations.
C. Key Recommendations
Based on the foregoing findings, the following recommendations are critical to advancing
justice in the extractives sector.
(a) Judiciary
§ The Turkana people resolve most if not all their disputes through elders. As such, a
system of grievance adjudication should be provided that is tailored to their needs.
§ Courts can help in framing the relevant factors concerning the nature of the grievance
and the characteristics of the parties.
§ Court User Committees (CUCs) can also be instrumental in addressing grievances
relating to land acquisition and compensation.
§ At the County level, the Sub county administrators and ward administrators can be
trained in ADR to help in resolving general and specific oil operations related
community grievances.
§ It is also important to delink elders from employees of the oil company to maintain
their role as trusted traditional community leaders. Elders can also be trained to
understand the salient features of the MoUs that they are signing with the oil company
on behalf of the community.
§ The question as to the definition of who is community is one of law and must be
determined by the courts. Presently, the community is divided as to who should benefit
from the 5% revenue sharing. As such, court direction would be important to provide
an interpretation of the community envisaged in the law to avoid future disputes in the
sector.
§ During the listening project, community members maintained that the oil company did
not properly secure a social license to operate. It would be advisable to revisit this issue
through a mediated process to ensure no more future grievances related to social
license to operate.
(b) National government
§ The National Government should fast-track the enactment of the Petroleum
(Exploration, Development and Production) Bill 2017, enriched by systematic
consultations with all relevant stakeholders.
§ The National Land Commission should collaborate with the county governments to
address the complexities on land ownership and compensation, and provide a
resettlement and compensation framework. This will reduce the possibility of future
grievances relating to land access and land ownership in the region.
§ A formal and comprehensive communication strategy should be established, to provide
a clear framework of information flow from the national government, county
government and the community.
§ It is equally important to ensure transparency of petroleum contracts, including project
documents, criteria used to award the contract, taxes collected, fiscal terms and
beneficial ownership of companies involved.
§ The recently established Turkana Grievance Management Committee should be
inclusive of the key stakeholders at the subcounty and county level as these are the first
points of contact for community whenever they are aggrieved. A three-tier system needs
to be established at the subcounty level, county level and national level in order for this
grievance mechanism to work for the people of Turkana. This mechanism needs to
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recognize existing structures and the aspirations of the communities most affected by oil
operations in the region.
(c) County Government
§ The Turkana County executive and assembly should increase their participation in the
governance of the sector, by clarifying the mandates of the various authorities, and
develop policies and long-term strategies containing a roadmap for future engagement
in the sector.
§ A vision should be developed, together with communities and civil society, illustrating
the development trajectory envisioned for Turkana County, and how oil can contribute
to its achievement.
§ Similarly, a structure should be created on how the revenue due to community and the
county government (as envisaged in the Petroleum Bill 2017) should be utilized.
§ The County Government together with the National Land Commissions should fasttrack the process of registering community land as provided for under the Community
Land Act 2016, and come up with a land compensation framework to avoid future land
related grievances.
§ The County Government and the National Environmental Management Authority
should collaborate to ensure proper execution of Environmental Impact Assessments,
and identify measures to contain waste from oil operations.
(d) Oil Company
§ A complete overhaul of the oil company’s grievance handling mechanism is necessary.
The company must involve the community in the design of a new grievance handling
mechanism so that it is co-developed and encourages the community to own the
process, rather than it being perceived as a construct of the company alone. The
grievance mechanism should incorporate public summary reporting that describes the
number and types of community concerns registered, the resolutions and other key
indicators that the company uses to ensure that the process is operating efficiently.
§ The company should consider existing community-based dispute resolution
mechanisms as a starting point and look to build on these rather than creating
something entirely new, provided that these mechanisms do not conflict with universally
accepted human rights norms.
§ The oil company should develop proper communication structure, and establish an
integrated strategy of stakeholder engagement, that include systematic consultations with
communities and the County Government before and during the implementation of oil
operations on their land.
§ Input from the County Government is necessary in the implementation of social
investment projects.
(e) International Aid Agencies
§ The international aid agencies could help communities understand the role of the
investor and therefore create a platform for managing the expectations of both the
investor and the host communities and to a large extent that of every Kenyan.
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1. Introduction
Recent discoveries of hydrocarbons and minerals in significant quantities in East African
countries like Kenya (oil and minerals), Uganda (oil) and Tanzania (gas) have seen increased
attention and interest in the extractives sector both at the local and international level. In Kenya
particularly, the nascent extractives sector is now seen to form an important facet of the growth
of the economy as evidenced by its inclusion as a key pillar towards achieving the Kenya Vision
2030. The government has outlined its commitment towards supporting growth in the
extractives sector by creating an enabling policy, legal and institutional framework for
investment and maximization of benefits from exploitation of Kenya’s natural resources
especially oil, natural gas, coal, and other minerals.
On the one hand, the prioritization of the sector as an important contributor to the economy
and for the realization of Vision 2030 has seen heightened expectations among stakeholders
and the general populace. On the other hand, there have been increased fears of the impact of
the sector on the economy, and adverse impacts on the environment and local populations
which need to be continuously addressed. Other concerns have revolved around beneficial
ownership, local content, gender dynamics, corporate social responsibility, benefit sharing,
human rights impacts, and security risks among others. A key example is the Akiira
Geothermal Project in Suswa in which community impacted by the geothermal operations
alleges that they were not adequately consulted.1 Yet there is a dearth of knowledge, expertise
and understanding of the sector by key stakeholders involved and institutions that have an
important role in its operations and management. This has led to the increased rise in nontechnical risks such as lack of consultation with local communities, poor grievance handling by
companies and government entities, and poor communication, all of which have manifested
themselves with conflict, project stoppages, and an increase in related court cases. Moreover,
the policy making process has experienced unprecedented delays, for instance, a modern
Petroleum Bill to replace the arcane Petroleum Act of 1986 has been pending in Parliament
since 2014, an inclusion of contentious and weak regulatory provisions as well as the lack of
robust consultations among citizens and stakeholders leading to accusations of elite capture and
incompetence among regulatory officials among others.
These issues can to a greater extent be attributed to lack of requisite knowledge, experience
and expertise by judicial officers to handle extractives related grievances through formal judicial
process or inadequate use of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms to resolve emerging
disputes. Both the Mining Act 2016 and the proposed Petroleum (Exploration Development
and Production) Bill, 2017 envision use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) mechanisms in
the first instance to resolve disputes arising from any mining or petroleum related activities.
Article 159 (2) of the Constitution of Kenya 2010 provides that, ‘…In exercising judicial
authority, the courts and tribunals shall be guided by, among others, the following principles(c) alternative forms of dispute resolution including reconciliation, mediation, arbitration and
traditional dispute resolution mechanisms shall be promoted....’ The inclusion of ADR in both
laws as well as the Constitution is a progressive step and one to a large extent that has not been

1

International Accountability Project & Narasha Community Development Group, ‘Report says communities
impacted by Akiira Geothermal not adequately consulted’ Business & Human Rights Resource Centre, 14 August
2018
—<https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/kenya-report-claims-communities-impacted-by-akiirageothermals-operations-not-adequately-consulted-includes-company-response-ngos-rejoinder> on 11 November
2018.
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used and explored fully to establish its relevance and effectiveness in addressing disputes within
the extractives sector in Kenya especially affecting extractive communities.
Considering these gaps, the Extractives Baraza (EB) under Strathmore Extractives Industry
Centre (SEIC) conducted a study to identify current and potential disputes in the oil
developments in Turkana, existing mechanisms of resolving them and the relevant actors that
resolve said disputes. The goal is to establish whether these grievances require either formal or
non-formal grievance mechanisms.

1.1

Contextual Analysis

Turkana is a society in transition: with devolution and the establishment of a county
government; with an increasing and largely urban population of formally educated people with
expectations for employment and/or business; and with an underlying traditional pastoral
society, tensions exist between government, elite and traditional communities regarding issues
of authority and jurisdiction, governance, representation, control, among others. Consequently,
the stakeholder environment is more complex, comprising more stakeholders with diverse
interests, operating at different levels of society, who can legitimately claim to have a stake in
the development of Turkana. Therefore, the traditional Turkana structures, land and resource
ownership, management and use, and livelihoods, are complex.
Oil and devolution have both raised the stakes for power in Turkana. For example, following a
dispute, the MP for Turkana South openly told the governor not to step in his constituency.
Although traditionally Turkana has been unified, communities of different sub counties have
become divided over the recent discoveries of oil, with Turkana South and Turkana East
claiming the resources belong to them. The situation is complicated by suggestions of elite
interests which influence who is employed and from which ethnic group.2 As noted, ‘Everyone
wants those [few] positions. So, there is a scramble for jobs and tenders.
The situation also makes operational costs higher for the companies because they cannot easily
transfer workers from one site to another due to strong feelings about employment
opportunities for locals.
Meanwhile, it is indeed undisputed that the oil company has also had positive impact on these
communities. Majority of the respondents indicated that the oil company has run innovative
and creative projects to empower the community through the enterprise development centre.
The company has employed local people (even though within lower cadre), it has sponsored
Turkana students to study courses related to the industry. Further, the company has built
healthcare facilities in Kanamkemel and Lokichar which has improved access to health services
in these areas, schools and bought desks, books, uniforms for primary and secondary students.
It has created a bursary scheme for the needy and bright primary and secondary students.

1.2

General grievance

In any society, there are grievances. In Turkana, general grievances such as livestock theft,
forced marriages, land boundary disputes for example in Kainuk and Kapedo, domestic
disputes are resolved through elders, chiefs, police, subcounty administrator, and or some end
up in Court. There is a well-established pathway to resolving these grievances and disputes.
2

Interview with community members in Lomokoma and Lochwaa on 16-17 August 2018.
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This traditional community governance structure is well established and is what communities
rely on to resolve grievances. Elders, classified as clan elders, lagaa elders, seers, among other
elders have designated roles in this structure. Depending on the nature of the grievance,
different elders are approached to resolve it and come to an agreement.

1.3

Oil related grievances

A grievance is a type of community issue involving interaction between the community and the
oil company that has risen to a degree of concern that it becomes a source of resentment and/
or one that is more formally registered with the company.3 The degree of concern felt by the
host community therefore means that the company, if it is concerned about its relationships,
will demonstrate that it takes the matter seriously, will investigate the issue and respond to the
aggrieved party and/or to the issue raised in the complaint.
Extractives by its very nature, is disruptive. When it comes to oil related disputes and/or
grievances, the society does not have established mechanisms for resolving the issues. This is
because, oil development is a new factor and the society is still grappling with how to
understand it. It is also because the oil operations have continuously been seen as a reserve of
the oil company and the national government. These two dominant players, sanctioned by an
exploration and production license, have been viewed as having deliberately excluded the other
actors such as county government, local leaders in the community such as elders constituting
the governance landscape. This has therefore made the sector to be viewed as opaque. To the
Turkana community and in particular those that are aggrieved, they have not been able to
establish and own a mechanism to effectively resolve grievances emanating from the sector.

ICMM, Human Rights in the Mining & Metals Industry: Handling and Resolving Local Level Concerns and
Grievances, Guidance, 2009, 4 —<https://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/social-and-economicdevelopment/691.pdf> on 13 November 2018; IFC, Addressing Grievances from Project-Affected Communities:
Guidance for Projects and Companies on Designing Grievance Mechanisms, IFC, Washinton DC, 2009;
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IPIECA, ‘Operational level grievance mechanisms’ IPIECA Good Practice Survey, November 2012 —
<http://www.ipieca.org/resources/good-practice/operational-level-grievance-mechanisms-good-practice-survey/> on
13 November 2018.
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2. Oil and Gas Grievances in Context
British registered company Tullow PLC, in partnership with Canadian based Africa Oil
Corporation was the first company to explore and discover oil in Turkana. This partnership’s
main interest is in south Turkana (blocks 10BB and 13T – known as the South Lokichar
Development Project). It is looking to move into the production phase in 2017 and there are
an estimated 600 million barrels of oil. 50% of shares from South Lokichar have now been sold
to the Danish company Maersk Oil.4 The other main activities are in the north-west (block
11A) where Compañía Española de Petróleos (CEPSA), a Spanish company, entered in 2014
and is currently in the exploratory phase.
This discovery of oil and devolution have both raised the stakes for power in Turkana, and led
to political and clan tensions and riots, with people claiming that resources belong to the
indigenous communities in Turkana.
Soon after the news of oil discovery in Turkana, the Turkana began to see the arrival of elite
groups from other parts of Kenya, an indication that something big was going on in Turkana
County. Many Turkana have stated that that they should have been informed about the oil
discovery much sooner, allowing them time to prepare their people and prevent them from
being exploited by outsiders. These local concerns are legitimate, as most land purchases in
Lodwar and Kainuk have been made by non-Turkana land speculators, many of whom took
advantage of the ridiculously low prices.
Further, local pastoralists have already experienced other negative livelihoods impacts,
particularly the loss of grazing lands. Tullow Oil has fenced off 50 sq. km of land that the
Turkana previously used for grazing and watering livestock. The Turkana are concerned
because the perimeter fence separates them from this important natural resource.5
The observed tension and anxiety among the local population resulting from the discovery of
oil in Turkana County has several other sources. One is the apparent lack of consultation of
local stakeholders in the signing of concession agreements with foreign firms.6 By June 2012,
the Government of Kenya had issued 46 licenses for oil exploration and production in the
country, earning it 5 billion Kenyan shillings or US $60 million.7 The Turkana have
continuously maintained the oil company has not acquired the requisite social license to
operate.
Furthermore, the oil discovery has already increased polarization among different clans in
Turkana County, intensified ongoing competition over access to water and grazing lands, and
increased tension between customary and modern land-tenure regimes. Such disputes have

4

Tullow, Quarterly Turkana Operational Update, Oct–Dec 2015.
Ng’etich J, ‘Why Turkana Residents curse day oil was found’ Standard Digital, 23 September 2012 —
<https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/article/2000066781/why-turkana-resident-curse-day-oil-was-found> on 24 June
2018.
6
Okoth J, ‘Kenya: A fair share of oil revenue for the Turkana. AllAfrica, 31 May 2012
—
<https://www.pambazuka.org/land-environment/kenya-fair-share-oil-revenue-turkana> on 24 June 2018.
7
Kiragu P, ‘Kenya:
State to gazette seven new oil blocks’ AllAfrica, 7 June 2013 —
<http://allafrica.com/stories/201306071740.html> on 24 June 2018.
5
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been reported in the areas around Ngamia 1.8 Further, there is growing fear of losing land,
especially with the current privatization of land to outsiders contradicting the customary regime
governing pastoral lands, which recognize only communal tenure and use. The ongoing land
privatization also ignores negative impacts on pastoralists and their rights, a recipe for more
disputes in the future.
Current grievances in the extractives sector value chain in Turkana County can be categorized
as:
o grievances between county government and national government over revenue sharing
and a general lack of information and decision making over oil development flowing to
the county government;
o community and county government over the silence of the county government in
addressing community grievances with the oil company;
o county government and the oil company over lack of consultation on decisions made by
the oil company;
o community and the oil company over land access, benefit sharing, employment and
business opportunities and environmental damage; and
o community and community disputes especially in Turkana East and Turkana South
over local content and job and business opportunities.
Further, the issues causing these grievances can be divided into:
o Substantive issues, that is, differences in resource use, distribution and accessibility;
divergent interests and needs;
o Relationship issues: status, prestige, power and influence (educated vs less educated;
distorted perceptions of and negative attitudes to other parties e.g. ethnic or clannism
which has raised the question, who is community?); and
o Procedural issues: about ways decisions are made e.g. poor stakeholder engagement
and consultation, limited planning and coordination causing overlap and competition,
poor information sharing causing mistrust.

8

Small Arms Survey, ‘Political conflict and vulnerabilities: Firearms and electoral violence in Kenya’ Issue brief
No 2, 2012 —<http://www.smallarmssurvey.org/fileadmin/docs/G-Issue-briefs/SAS-AV-IB2-electoral-violencekenya.pdf> on 24 June 2018.
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Figure 1: Oil exploration areas that subsequently limit grazing land

2.1

Timeline of manifestation of issues and grievances from when the oil company set
foot in the region

Year/ Time
2010- Jan June
2010 July December
2011 Jan June
2012 March

Key events linked to grievances
Oil exploration begins. No community engagement procedures established.

Oil exploration mast erected and local expectations rise
Land sales start around Lokichar region
President Kibaki announces oil discovery in Ngamia 1 and expectations
heighten both locally in Turkana and nationally.
A few days after the discovery at Ngamia 1, representatives of Turkana County
Council hold a press conference in Nairobi, accusing the national government
of having given out community land where Ngamia 1 is located, without
consulting the County Council, the custodian of the land.9
A week after, in April 2012, MPs for Turkana South, and Turkana Central
Josephat Nanok and Ekwee Ethuro hold a press statement in Nairobi calling
the government to make public all contracts that it signed with oil companies, in
relation to the Blocks in Turkana County.10

9

Njoroge E, ‘Turkana council raises red flag on land deals’ Capital Business, 30 March 2012 —
<http://www.capitalfm.co.ke/business/2012/03/turkana-council-raises-red-flag-on-land-deals/> on 13 November
2018.
10
Njoroge E, ‘Make Turkana oil deal public – MPs’ Capital News, 2 April 2012 —
<http://www.capitalfm.co.ke/news/2012/04/make-turkana-oil-deal-public-mps/> on 13 November 2018.
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On June 21st, Hon. Ethuro issues a public petition against the national
government “on behalf of the citizens residing in Turkana County”. He presents
a series of requests to the then Ministry of Energy and Petroleum, such as
disclosing the contract (for the second time), make EIAs public, clarifying how
land for Ngamia 1 was leased out.11

2012 JulyDecember

Two days later, a two-day meeting is held in Lodwar, attended by members of
the Turkana County Council, representatives of the oil company and the
Ministry of Energy and Petroleum, and more than 500 Turkana residents.12
During the meeting, members of the TCC and communities make several
accusations to the oil company. They claim that the company is using the
Provincial Administration to access land, and intimidate communities. The oil
company representatives are accused of behaving arrogantly, disrespecting local
authorities and importing workers from other regions.
Land plot demarcation along Lodwar-Lokichar road increases leading to fear of
loss of traditional grazing lands

2013 march

TCC becomes TCG and Hon. Josephat Nanok, the former MP for Turkana
South becomes the governor.

2013, 28th
October

Communities lament lack of consultations of local stakeholders and exclusion
from negotiations and signing of concession agreements with the foreign firms.
Land appears to have been demarcated for oil exploration without consulting
local residents and authorities.
More than 2000 residents led by two area Members of Parliament stage
demonstrations at three oil sites leading to a decision by the oil company to
suspend operations for two weeks exposing the fragility of the relationship
between the oil company and Turkana communities. Communities were
protesting against the oil company for missing out on jobs and business
opportunities (tenders).13 At the head of the protests are the MPs of Turkana
south and Turkana East, James Lomenen and Nicholas Ng’ikor. Governor
Nanok immediately distances himself from the protest14 and a few days later, the
interior cabinet secretary, Joseph Lelenku announces that the national
government is investigating MP Lomenen for inciting communities against an
investor.15 He is also accused of having vested interests in tenders awarded by

11

Kenya National Assembly Official record 2012; Mutai E, ‘Marende orders ministry to table details on Turkana
oil’ Business Daily, 24 June 2012 —<http://www.businessdailyafrica.com/Marende-orders-ministry-to-table-detailson-Turkana-oil-/-/539546/1434742/-/2rpfs9z/-/index.html> on 13 November 2018.
12
‘Turkana Residents Doubt Accountability in Tullow’s Oil Exploration Deal’ 7 July 2012 —
<https://gregoryakall.wordpress.com/2012/07/07/turkana-residents-doubt-accountability-in-tullows-oil-explorationdeal/> on 13 November 2018.
13
‘Kenya: Tullow oil suspends exploration in Turkana following local protest’ All Africa, 28 October 2013, —
<http://allafrica.com/stories/201310290098.html> on 13 November 2018.
14
BD Reporter and Reuters, ‘Tullow shares dip after stop in Turkana operations’ Business Daily, 28 October
2013
—<http://www.businessdailyafrica.com/Tullow-shares-dip-after-stop-in-Turkana-operations//539552/2051070/-/9yoc5o/-/index.html> on 13 November 2018.
15
‘Turkana MP under probe over riots against Tullow oil firm’ Daily Nation, 30 October 2013 —
<http://mobile.nation.co.ke/News/MP-under-probe-over-Turkana-riots/-/1950946/2053848/-/format/xhtml//pd78haz/-/index.html> on 13 November 2018.
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the oil company and that he has organized the demonstrations for his own
gain.16
2013 JulyDecember

2014 Jan June
2014 July December

On November 7, 2013 the oil company resumes operations after signing a
Memorandum of Understanding with the Ministry of Energy and Petroleum
where it agrees on a number of undertakings such as: opening three community
resource centers in Lodwar, Lokichar and Lokori, establishing a formal
grievance resolution mechanism, doubling its social investment budget to USD
2 million and revisiting its local content procedures.17 The company also
increases its social performance team up to almost 40 members.18
Community Liaison officers established by the oil company.
First Intra–Turkana divergence (North vs. South variations) with South
demanding all the business and job opportunities to themselves.
In August, another protest is staged at one of the oil company’s rig. Workers
complain over inconsistencies in wages among the different sub-contractors.19 A
few weeks later, on the 15th of August, a meeting is held in Eldoret between the
oil company, Ministry of Energy and petroleum and a few Turkana leaders.
The parties sign a Memorandum of Understanding in which the oil company
agrees to several pay increases and new allowances.
In November 2014, due to a collapse of the oil prices, the oil company
announces that it would have to cut its exploration budget for 2015 to USD 300
million from USD 1 billion.20

2015

Locals demand for more information and participation in oil operations.
In January, the oil company slashes exploration expenses by another 30% to
USD 200 million.21 In the same month, TCG enacts the Turkana County
Finance Act, 2014 which significantly increase land rates for exploration
companies, and introduces several other fees and charges that concern the
operator. The County feels sidelined in decision making around oil operations.
Another road block and the oil company camp closed over protests from locals

16

Khamadi S, ‘The Turkana oil protests’ Shitemi, 13 December 2013 —<www.shitemi.com/extractive-industry/theturkana-oil-protests/> on 13 November 2018.
17
Mutegi M, ‘Tullow now says 57pc of employees are from Turkana region’ Business Daily Africa, 28 October
2013
—<http://www.businessdailyafrica.com/Tullow-now-says-57pc-of-employees-are-from-Turkana-region//539552/2050134/-/l32wojz/-/index.html> on 13 November 2018; ‘Britain's Tullow Oil to resume Kenya work
after protests’ Reuters, 7 November 2013 —<http://uk.reuters.com/article/2013/11/07/uk-kenya-tullowidUKBRE9A60GN20131107> 13 November 2018.
18
Tullow Oil, 2013 Corporate Sustainability Report: Creating Shared Prosperity in Partnership (2013) —
<http://www.tullowoil.com/Media/docs/default-source/5_sustainability/2013-tullow-cr-report.pdf?sfvrsn=4> on 13
November 2018.
19
Tullow Oil, 2014 Corporate Sustainability Report: Creating Shared Prosperity (2014) —
<http://www.tullowoil.com/Media/docs/default-source/5_sustainability/2014-tullow-cr-report.pdf?sfvrsn=4> on 13
November 2018.
20
Bakhsh N, ‘Tullow Oil Cuts Exploration Budget to Focus on East Africa’ Bloomberg, 12 November 2014 —
<http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-11-12/tullow-oil-cuts-exploration-budget-to-focus-on-drilling-inkenya> on 13 November 2018.
21
‘Tullow now slashes oil exploration budget to $200 million’ Daily Nation, 15 January 2015 —
<http://mobile.nation.co.ke/news/crude-oil-prices--tullow-oil--Africa-Oil-Corporation--kenya/-/1950946/2590130//format/xhtml/-/15ual29/-/index.html> on 13 November 2018.
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for jobs, business opportunities, CSR. The road block lasted four days.
In November, locals in Lokichar block roads thereby blocking trucks from
transporting crude oil from the area as part of the pilot trucking testing. Oil
company camp closes effectively suspending the oil company operations. The
communities demand land acquisition and land access compensation.
Press conference and Lokichar declaration petitions around revenue sharing.
Dispute over nonpayment of services rendered to the contractor of oil company
leading to the closure of a dormitory, classrooms, a school laboratory and a
dispensary.

2016

2017

2018
27/6/2018

Revenue sharing- the announcement by the president during the EOPs flag off
that Turkana community will receive 5% that will be used for community
development projects sparks tensions.
Road blocked by locals in Lokichar during the transportation of crude oil from
the oil fields to Mombasa for the EOPs citing that land compensation and
insecurity in the area be addressed by the national government before any
transportation of any crude oil.

28/6/2018

Hazardous waste holding plant at Twiga 1 and 2 causes tensions in the
community.
Residents in Lokichar close down the main entrance of the oil company’s camp
using their own padlock in a bid not to allow further crude oil transportation
until the insecurity and more business opportunities for locals are addressed.

Unaddressed or poorly addressed grievances have been costly both in terms of money and
time lost. For instance, the latest grievance as at June 2018 led to the suspension of operations
by the investor, evacuation of their staff and 4 million dollars in losses to the
shareholder/country.

2.2

Research questions

The study sought to understand from the various stakeholders the following:
(a) How do different stakeholders perceive the nature of disputants and grievances which
presently exists between the oil company and the community, within community,
between community and the county government, county government and the national
government, oil company and the county government in regard to the oil development
in Turkana county?
(b) What is the role of different stakeholders in resolving these grievances and any barriers
they might be experiencing in resolving them?
(c) What actions and resources would be required to overcome these barriers?
(d) Which stakeholders would need to be involved in the successful resolution of these
grievances?
(e) What are their recommendations for resolving these grievances?
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2.3

Objective of the study

The main objective of this study was to improve access to justice through strengthened
grievance handling mechanisms (Judicial and Non-Judicial e.g. ADR) processes in the
extractives sector in Kenya. Specifically, the study sought to establish, through qualitative field
study, local perceptions and understanding of potential grievances and preferred mechanisms
(judicial and or non-judicial) to address them. Through the study, the research team listened to,
and documented community perceptions, knowledge and expectations of community
grievances in the extractives value chain and their preferred grievance handling mechanisms.
The team determined the key stakeholders central to successful grievance handling in the
sector. The specific objective is that the study will strengthen the grievance handling of
extractives related grievances by diverse actors.

2.4

Methodology and Field Work Approaches

2.4.1 Participatory Mixed Method Approaches
A participatory research method was used incorporating the use of qualitative, interviews,
participatory observation, community meetings, resource mapping, grievance identification and
visioning testimonials, timeline analyses, engagement with state authorities/investor, events and
process to reflect and learn from these. The following section explores these approaches,
including their suitability to the study.
(a) Participatory Approach
This method was used to make sure that we reached out to those who ordinarily may not voice
their views on grievance resolution around the extractive sector value chain. We undertook to
hear the views, expectations, interests and beliefs from those varying in age, gender and social
status. The aim was to uncover local understandings and views of the oil development, helping
to provide wider and deeper understanding of and analysis of influence mapping or power
mapping.
(b) Mapping
As an essential tool to get people (in small groups) to identify the resources they rely on for
various livelihood activities containing different kinds of information such as the physical
features such as laggas, resource use (grazing area, water points). Having described resource use
more detail was added to describe how resource access has changed over time (for instance,
how the grazing areas and water points has been reduced, or grazing land encroached upon.
The study examined these resources and their relation to grievances emanating and resolution
in regard to extractives sector value chain. Mapping exercise was done in Lokichar Town.
2.4.2 Different Phases of Fieldwork
The first phase was to conduct a document and literature review of dispute resolution in
Turkana as a society as well as in relation to grievances emanating from the activities of the oil
company to understand the conflict resolution mechanisms developed over the period of the
exploration and appraisal phase.
The second phase of the research involved a field scoping study in which the team conducted a
number of interviews with key stakeholders in Nairobi and Turkana on the grievance handling
mechanisms and procedures. The interviews were based on semi structured questionnaires that
were developed for the government, civil society, industry and community stakeholders. The
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objective of the research was to get a clear understanding from a variety of stakeholders on the
grievances relating to the extractives sector in Turkana. Stakeholders were specifically asked to
discuss:
(a) Their perceptions of the nature of disputants and disputes which presently exists
between the oil company and the community, within community, between community
and the county government, county government and the national government, oil
company and the county government in regard to the oil development in Turkana
county;
(b) Their role in resolving these disputes and any barriers they might be experiencing in
resolving these disputes;
(c) What actions and resources would be required to overcome these barriers;
(d) Which stakeholders would need to be involved in the successful resolution of these
disputes; and
(e) Their recommendations for resolving these disputes.
The team then compiled the views of the stakeholders in a report and prepared tools for an indepth research with communities of select villages in Turkana East and South. The villages
selected were Lokichar Town, Kasuroi, Lochwaa, Lomokoma,in Turkana South and
Nakukulas, Lokicheda, and Loperot in Turkana East. At the time of the research, Kalemuruok
and Lokori in Turkana East could not be accessed due to insecurity in the area.
2.4.3 Location of the study
The study was conducted in the Lokichar Basin of Turkana East and Turkana South – the
major areas where the physical operations of the oil development is taking place. The oil pads
are located in the villages that were chosen above. The main oil company operations camp is
located in Turkana South with an offsite office in Nakukulas – Turkana East. There are oil
storage tanks and oil wells in Turkana East. It is in the storage tanks in Turkana East where the
trucks are filling for transportation to Mombasa for the Early Oil Pilot Scheme (EOPS).
2.4.4

Target population

The target population was the community members, men women, elders, youth in all the
villages chosen above. The people in these villages are those closest to the oil resource and
most impacted by the day to day activities of the oil operations. This study restricted itself to
grievances that the community has with the oil company, the county government and the
national government and grievances that the county government has with the oil company and
the national government.

Table 1: Target population per location
Location

Lodwar Central
Kasuroi
Lochwaa
Lomokoma

Men
Turkana South
13
14
57
61
Turkana East

Women

Total

19
12
23
29

32
26
80
90
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Nakukulas
Lokicheda
Loperot
Total

21
18
37

19
12
27

40
30
64
362

Source: Africa Oil, 2013

2.4.5 Data Collection Methods and Research Instruments
The data collection for this study was carried out in June to August 2018. The main research
method applied was a qualitative approach based on individual interviews, small group
interviews, focus group discussions and observations. In total 400 people participated in the
study. Most of them were community members including women, pastoralists, elders, youth
and village chiefs.
While in the initial scoping study questionnaires were used, during the field work the approach
was participatory and the team’s role was to observe or write down what was said. The
participants were divided into smaller groups in which they discussed the grievances emanating
from the oil operations and how they resolve them. They then proposed alternatives to how
they think these grievances could be resolved and who would play what role. Meetings were
held under trees or in the local church or classrooms depending on where they preferred. The
team would first meet with the local chief who was briefed of the study and its objectives. Seven
focus group discussions were held in the seven communities mentioned above.
In Lokichar town, the research team utilized resource mapping, key actor analysis (both
individual and institutions), timelines and visioning as data collection methods. The participants
were divided into six groups and each group given flip charts and markers to discuss among
themselves and write down their views. These were then pinned on the walls for participants to
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go around the room and see what each group had come up with. The team later consolidated
these views into a table for analysis.
2.4.6 Data analysis
Data (including interviews, field notes) collected have been transcribed, conceptualized and
analyzed in order to identify any common and isolated causes and nature of grievances across
all stakeholders. Moreover, the team’s own observations and considerations have been noted as
to include them in the analysis. All data has been double checked to spot potential errors and
omissions throughout the entire process.
2.4.7 Ethical Considerations
Research participants were always provided with information regarding the research team, as
well as the nature and goals of the study, the methodology adopted, and potential benefits and
risks. Informed consent was asked before each interview and focus group discussion. Given the
sensitivity of the topic, the identity of the respondents has been kept confidential in many cases.

3. Key Findings
3.1

Layout of findings

This section represents the analysis of data from field work including community discussions
and interviews with key informants during the scoping study. The results are divided into four
broad sections categorized by the four-key nature of grievances. For each nature of grievance,
the results outline their causes, the interventions undertaken and the strategies of managing
them. This report gives an in-depth analysis of Turkana County.

3.2 Oil related grievances in Turkana County
The major grievances comprise three issues:
ü Substantive issues: the grievances are about differences in resource use, distribution and
accessibility; divergent interests and needs
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ü Relationship issues: grievances about status, power and influence and distorted
perceptions of and negative attitudes to other parties
ü Procedural issues: grievances about the way decisions are made such as poor
stakeholder consultations, poor sharing of information, poor planning and
coordination.

3.3

Nature of grievances

All the grievances discussed below were raised as real and not perceived. Perhaps a further
detailed study could be conducted to dig deeper to create a distinction between real and
perceived grievances.
The major areas of grievances are:
(a) Land issues: control, ownership, access and compensation
Even though petroleum operations are generally much less land-intensive than open-cast
mining, the change in land use generated by the expansion of the industry can have
profound consequences for host communities, particularly when their livelihood is strongly
dependent on land. This is certainly the case for Turkana, given that pastoralism represents
their main occupation, and their fears resonated in national media outlets.22
Communities living in proximity of the oil company camps claimed that they have already
been affected by the loss of land due to industrial activities. In particular, they say that the
construction of fences around the camp have altered their migration routes and reduced
the availability of grazing land. Furthermore, noise and vibrations produced by the drilling,
as well as the increased traffic of cars and trucks, going back and forth from the camps to
the towns, are all elements of disturbance for the livestock. This has made pastoralists move
to the most insecure areas closer to west Pokot, Samburu and Baringo in search of grazing
land.
The oil company developed a procedure for acquiring land for its activities. In 2014, it
introduced a community agreement for land access, documented in the form of a Letter of
Understanding (LoU)23 signed by the oil company’s legal team and community leaders,
prior to the commencement of the activities. The LoU formalizes the commitments of the
company in relation to local employment, and “land access benefit projects”. The latter
may include the construction of a classroom or a clinic ward and has to be implemented
within 6 months of the signing of the LoU. Prior to 2014, such agreements were not being
formalized on paper. The company however, does not provide monetary compensation for
loss of land, but only for damages to crops and properties. For compensation, the grievance
on land therefore is between the communities and the national government.
(b) Stakeholder engagement/ community consultations/ public participation
In the beginning, the oil company was more interested in asset protection than a
relationship with the community. The company had more security personnel than social
performance officers already laying the foundation of a rocky relationship with the
22

‘State should address Turkana oil fears’ Standard Digital, 16 December 2012 —
<http://www.standardmedia.co.ke/article/2000072981/state-should-address-turkana-oil-fears> on 13 November
2018.
23
See Annex 1.
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community in which they were operating. After several protests in 2013 that at one point
forced the company to suspend its operations in the region in order to “prevent further

escalation of the demonstrations while discussions to resolve this issue for the long term are
ongoing”, an MoU was signed which saw the company increase its social performance and
24

a formal grievance mechanism established by the company.25
Indeed, the protest forced the oil company to rethink its methods of operations in
Turkana. Despite these efforts, the oil company’s relationship with some of these
communities remains problematic as the interaction between the community and company
seem to be problem driven rather than systemic. There are no planned update meetings
from the company to these communities. One community respondent stated that during
the latest protest that led to the suspension of the early oil pilot scheme, there was no
meeting with the community to explain what would happen to the water trucking during the
suspension. The company shut off the generator and the water pump without consulting
with the community. When analyzing intra community relationships, preexisting
asymmetries of power within communities seem to influence the degree to which
community members are included in the decision-making process.26
(c) Local content: employment opportunities and business opportunities; not only Kenyans
vs Turkana but also Turkana East vs West as well as elite capture of opportunities.
The issue of jobs and tenders has been one of the most conflictual from the beginning of
oil exploration in Turkana. Locals have repeatedly accused the oil company of excluding
Turkana from employment opportunities and importing workforce from Nairobi even for
positions that do not require special skills.27 Communities lamented that tenders were not
being awarded to local businesses for basic services such as food or cleaning.28 The issue of
jobs and tenders was at the core of protests as early in the oil operations as October 201329
that resulted in the suspension of operations of the oil company. In the MoU signed by the
oil company prior to resuming operations, the company committed to consult on and
refine the local content and employment programme, put in place further processes and
procedures to strengthen sub-contractor management.30 In August 2014, another protest
was staged at one of the oil company’s site and this time the protesters were complaining
about inconsistencies in wages and benefits among subcontractors.31 This led to an MoU
being signed with the oil company to increase the minimum wage. Presently, new
challenges have emerged. First, over what share of jobs and tenders should be allocated to
each sub -county introducing a new paradigm on community vs community relations. The
24

BD Reporter and Reuters, ‘Tullow shares dip after stop in Turkana operations’ Business Daily Africa, 28
October 2013 —<https://www.businessdailyafrica.com/markets/capital/Tullow-shares-dip-after-stop-in-Turkanaoperations/4259442-2051070-jt6hf0z/index.html> on 13 November 2018.
25
Tullow Oil, 2013 Corporate Sustainability Report: Creating Shared Prosperity in Partnership, 52.
26
As one community member stated, “…we prefer host community meetings to engage with the company openly.
We should avoid the use of politicians in the process”.
27
Kisero J, ‘Kenya’s oil hunt turns into multibillion cash cow for Canadian speculators’ The East African Mobile, 3
March
2012
—
<http://mobile.theeastafrican.co.ke/News/Wildcat+prospectors+make+billions+out+of+Kenya+oil+blocks//433842/1358716/-/format/xhtml/-/4vvv88z/-/index.html> on 13 November 2018; ‘Oil firm offers Turkana locals
more jobs’ Daily Nation, 22 June 2013 —<http://www.nation.co.ke/business/news/Oil-firm-offers-Turkana-localsmore-jobs/-/1006/1891538/-/5y917g/-/index.html> on 13 November 2018.
28
A conversation with women in Lochwaa meeting during the field study
29
See Timelines above.
30
—<http://www.documentcloud.org/documents/900069-oil-mou.html> on 13 November 2018.
31
Tullow Oil, ‘SRI Roadshow’ 2015 —<http://www.tullowoil.com/Media/docs/default-source/3_investors/sriroadshow-presentation.pdf?sfvrsn=2> on 13 November 2018.
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current grievances around employment or tender are pointed towards sub-contractors
rather than the oil company. Moreover, jobs and tender allocation seems to be still biased.
Chiefs, MPs and MCAs are still influential. Access to benefits accruing from the industry
seem to be much easier for those who have connections with local authorities and
traditional leaders.
(d) Environmental protection and health
Oil extraction may have a number of adverse effects on the environment at various stages in
the process, many of which have been identified by the local communities in the villages we
spoke with as threatening human and animal health. Toxic wastes and effluents in both
exploratory and extractive phases were reported to have killed the goats of one of the elders
in one of the communities. During extraction, there were removals of water mixed with the
oil underground that was dumped in one of the villages in Lomokoma. The cumulative
effect of such contaminated water has been reported to have killed livestock and to have
caused health complications such as deformities in animals. However, this information is
disputed by the oil company which states that it has been very careful is disposing waste
from the oil operations. In six of the seven communities under the study, they reported to
have experienced the health hazards from the improper waste disposal from the oil
operations. They insisted that the oil company and the county government must inform
them about the dangers posed by the waste and that efforts must be made to ensure that the
oil company store the waste in a safe manner to avoid health complications.
(e) Insecurity
The first grievance is that the oil company enjoys tight security while the community
continues to grapple with insecurity especially with the neighbors, the Pokot. The one
community in Lomokoma that has managed to build a relationship with the oil company
complained that their area MP “imports” youth from other regions and arms them to fight
the community as he wants to be the intermediary between them and the oil company. The
community is not able to protect itself and fears that the politician (who has become their
adversary) is undermining their security and that of their livestock.
(f) Revenue sharing
The issue around revenue sharing has become very emotive. The communities consulted
were very concerned about the 5% revenue sharing allocation to the community. Several
issues were raised (1) why the president rejected the 10% proposed in the Petroleum Bill
(2) why their local leaders agreed to the 5% proposed by the president without consulting
the communities (3) the suggestion that the 5% be utilized for community development
projects which made the communities feel that the President was dictating to them what to
do with their money (4) they want the 5% given directly to the community of Turkana East
and Turkana West through a clear framework. These communities are afraid that if they
do not get the 5% directly through cash transfers, the monies will be captured by the
politicians or rich local contractors.
(g) Social Investment/ CSR/ unfulfilled promises
In two of the communities the team held meetings with, complained that they had been
promised a number of benefits by the oil company generally related to education, water
and employment. In Lochwaa, respondents explained that the oil company promised them
that they would be rich, it would provide employment opportunities for the youth yet they
had not become rich and their youth did not have jobs. The promises remain unmet.
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Another example is that of the Africa Camp Solutions (ACS) which in acquiring a lease of 2
square km of land32 in 2012 from the then Turkana County council in which the then
chairman of the council affirmed that ACS would bring many benefits to the communities
by creating employment and increasing the revenue base of the County. The permit stated
that “Corporate Social Responsibility must be done to ensure that community of the area is
empowered economically and socially”. None of the CSR projects promised by ACS were
implemented, or even started. In February 2014, ACS transferred the lease to the oil
company officially due to its inability to raise enough capital to proceed with the work. The
move sparked strong criticism among the TCG and the civil society with complaints on how
ACS deceived authorities and communities and speculated on community land.

Table 2: A summary of grievances from the communities consulted during the study
Location

Land

Employment/ Environmental Stakeholder
business
protection
engagement/
opportunities
Consultation

Lokichar
town
Kasuroi
Lochwaa
Lomokoma
Nakukulas
Lokicheda
Loperot

ü

ü

ü

ü

Revenue Unfulfilled Insecurity
Sharing promises/
social
investment
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

These grievances are playing out between national government and county government, county
government and the oil company, community and national government, community and
county government, community and oil company and between communities.
It is important to note here that while the research team compiled all the grievances that were
raised, there were issues that were raised that fell outside the scope of grievances. The team
listed this down as the community wish list as shown below.

Table 3: Turkana county community wish list
Area
Land ownership

Access to water

Oil revenues

32

Wish
In future the National Land Commission(NLC) to demarcate and
establish clear land boundaries and issue land titles.
The national government, county government and investors should drill
more boreholes to communities. Equally, ensure piping of water to
villages to ease access, and consider the installation of solar powered
boreholes.
There should be a direct allocation of the revenues to community
members especially the 5% provided for in the proposed
Petroleum (Exploration, Development and Production) Bill 2017. The
community members also want more awareness on the revenue
allocation.

See Annex 2.
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Legal and policy
framework
Government
officers

Animals/livestock
Education

Security
Food security

3.4

The community requested for a strong environmental law: “we need
strong regulations that guide hazardous waste management and treatment
as well as licensing companies that have the capacity to carry out waste
management business”
The community requested for more government officers at the county
level. They requested to have more environmental officers to monitor
company operations at the county level. Equally, the relevant ministries
need to visit the sites and assess the situation.
The community felt that Tullow should install water troughs for their
animals. Equally requested for more road marshals so that their animals
are not killed by trucks.
Access to education for their children. The community requested for
more support from both government and company towards school fees
through a fair selection process. They also want the scholarship
allocation increased.
The government should deploy more security to the community to
ensure strengthened security in the community.
Both national and county government need to intervene to ensure that
the community is food secure.

Manifestation of the grievances

3.4.1 Grievances against the national government by the County Government
The grievances are related to revenue sharing, local content, the sidelining of county
government by the relevant ministries in the national government on matters relating to oil
operations and security of the Turkana from the neighbors especially the Pokot.
3.4.2

33

Grievances against the oil company by the county government
§

Community protests and shutdowns: On a couple of occasions, communities have
had protests resulting in temporary suspension of oil operations. Shutdowns also
hurt the governments (both national and county) and the community. The company
will have delays in their operations, the government will miss the set deadlines and
milestones and the community will ultimately pay for the costs through loss of jobs
or lack of revenue.

§

Security: Security for oil companies not for communities – The TCG shares the
communities’ concern about the oil company having employed the KPRs who were
protecting the kraals and of the national government’s prioritization of security for
the oil company more than for the communities.

§

Economics and livelihood: Long term risks /Social capital issues - TCG is
concerned about the benefit sharing from the oil operations. The oil company is
reported to have spent over 250 million shillings on local content and social
investment yet the County is yet to see the multiplier effect of all this spending.33

Conversation with a representative from Turkana South Subcounty on 23 August 2018.
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§

3.4.3

Grievances against the national government by the community
§ Land acquisition and displacement of pastoralists from their homes and grazing
patterns.
§ Social license; that the national government did not consult with the community
before announcing that oil reserves have been found in Turkana County.
§ Lack of participation in determining compensation and a feeling of being “left out”
§ A perception that the government is in alliance with the oil company to deprive
Turkana community members of benefits yet they are the “landlords” of the oil
company.
§ Security - Pokot expansion into Turkana: The Turkana communities’ have seen an
increase of Pokots pushing into their lands and perceive it as if the Pokot want to
push the Turkanas out to capture some of the southern areas and benefit from the
oil revenues.
§ Lack of knowledge and understanding / Information not trickling down: Decisions
around petroleum operations are a function of the national government.
Communities allege they are not informed of the plans of the national government
for the oil operations. They only learn of what is happening at the national level
through CSOs. There is no mechanism established by the national government on
how to make sure information from the relevant ministries reaches the people and
vice versa. Even though the oil company has communication strategies and
community liaison (CL) officers to give information on what is happening in the
industry, this entity does not represent the national government to say that this is the
position of the national government.
§

3.4.4

Inadequate consultations/influence on social investments: TCG feel that they do not
have enough influence over where and what the Social Investment funds are going
to. Furthermore, according to the TCG, there have been inadequate consultations
and that the current system of water trucking is a non-sustainable solution.

Perception of mismanagement of revenue: Communities also perceive a lack of
communication between oil companies, national government, county government
and local communities. They do not understand the role of government in
governance of exploration activities, and there is a perception of mismanagement of
revenue by the TCG and national government. Communities know they are
supposed to have their share, but they have not yet seen any (yet to their mind, the
oil is leaving in trucks in this early oil pilot scheme), which is causing frustration and
tension.

Grievances against the county government by the community
§ Environmental protection: community health, safety and security in light of
dumping of hazardous waste.
§ Revenue sharing: 5% vs.10%:that the community was not consulted by the governor
before accepting the 5% revenue allocation yet he is supposed to be their agent.
§ Land: the process of acquiring land especially land for oil pads and the camp. Land
acquisition, access, compensation and involuntary settlement. Currently, there is a
land dispute on the ownership of land where the oil company camp is located.
§ Fear of displacement: Communities fear that there is a risk of displacement during
the next phase of oil development because of the pipeline being built. They are
worried that they will not be compensated should such displacement happen.
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§

Information and communication: the county government is reluctant to share
information on revenues they have received from the project and how they have
been spent, prepare the community for the various stages of development etc.

3.4.5 Grievances against the oil company by the community
Respondents indicated that the government entered into agreements with the investor without
consulting the Turkana community. The government of Kenya signed a production agreement
with the oil company and an early pilot scheme agreement with the investors. The community
is not aware of the content of this agreement and how their lives will be impacted by the
exportation of crude oil. Other key issues raised by the community include:
§

Inadequate local employment and or business opportunities: This includes the lack of
job opportunities available to community, perception that companies source workforce
from outside the area, lack of transparency in the recruitment process, temporary
nature of contracts, and inconsistent procedures and salaries adopted by subcontractors. That the hiring process is flawed as there is much favoritism and nepotism
in the process that is causing fragmentations in the communities. Although
communities have successfully persuaded the oil company to let them decide who
should benefit from temporary employment opportunities, CLOs, chiefs and politicians
are still very influential in the allocation of jobs and tenders.

§

Disruption of pastoral livelihoods: The Oil Company has cut off some of the traditional
migratory routes, which is a significant concern to communities. Furthermore, oil sites
have security lighting at night, which communities feel have disrupted the ecosystem as
they are too bright for the livestock living near the oil sites. There is also alteration of
livestock migration routes due to fencing and other dangers for the animals (e.g. trucks,
wires etc.).

§

Social license to operate: perceptions and expectations matter and this goes to either
development of trust or none. Currently, the community holds the position that the
company has failed in securing the social licence to operate from the community.

§

Inadequate community consultation and feelings of exclusion: Communities feel that
they have not been adequately consulted or compensated for land (belonging to them)
used by companies involved in the extractive industry. Other examples that enhances
the feelings of exclusion are:
(a) Definition of “locals”: for companies and government, local means Turkana but
for the communities, it means their communities. The communities closest to
the exploration sites feel excluded because business is mainly going to major
towns and because contracting work goes to contractors outside (even outside
Turkana)
(b) Benefit sharing: Helping communities to benefit from the project. The process
employed in ensuring communities benefit is key.
(c) Not enough of immediate and direct benefit: Communities expect that benefits
from oil extraction would come immediately. That oil, like water, would be
extracted and taken straight to the market for immediate selling. There is a lack
of understanding for the long timeframe of oil exploration. Though the chiefs
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have the information on the oil cycle, this does not translate into understanding
of the long-term perspective by the broader communities.
(d) Security: The oil company’s security program only covers the oil sites, not the
surrounding communities. Communities feel it should be inclusive of
communities, and that the oil company should move away from point security
to area security. Communities also feel that the national government prioritizes
security for the oil companies more than security for the communities by
deploying resource to protect the companies, but not the communities.
(e) Erosion of the environment: From the communities’ perspective, the oil
company is seriously jeopardizing the environment in the long term by:
o Cutting down of indigenous acacia trees, some of which are as old as
100 years, and cannot be replaced by newly planted ones
o Causing air pollution (a strong pungent smell) from the temporary waste
handling facility in the area.
o The communities are determined that the disposal site for waste
management for the oil company has caused health problems for both
livestock and humans.
o Environmental impact assessments: Issues around environmental impact
assessments in terms of lack of information around the process and lack
of carrying out the exercise itself, (case in point, none of the community
members spoken to has participated or seen the EIA for the EOPs).
3.4.6 Grievances between communities
Within the communities under the study, those in Turkana East felt that Turkana South and
Lokichar in particular was getting a larger share of benefits such as jobs and business
opportunities than Turkana East yet Turkana East has the highest number of oil well.
Due to the discovery and subsequent exploration of oil in Turkana East and Turkana South,
these two areas have “owned” all the benefits from the operations and have shut out the larger
Turkana from any employment, social investment or business opportunities. This has created
tensions in the larger Turkana community as those outside these two locations feel they have
no stake in the game.
This tension is felt even within two sites with oil wells. In Lochwaa, there is an ongoing dispute
between two communities over ownership of land where an oil well is located.

3.5

Causes of these grievances

The lack of community participation in the initial deliberations on the matter regarding the oil
resource and misinformation reaching the local communities are the major causes of grievances
from the communities in Turkana East and South. Presently, political interference has
emerged as a new driver of grievances in these communities – local politicians and elites are
driving their own interests using communities and have become the barrier between the oil
company and the communities.
The County government has maintained that as the main custodian of the resources they must
be involved in every decision by the national government when it comes to the resources found
in their borders. Up until recently, they have been sidelined in matters of oil development by
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the national government and have not been availed the necessary information to take part in
the decision-making regarding oil resource development.
Similarly, they have, until very recently, been sidelined by the oil company in its operations.
The relationship is somewhat better now because the company has developed forums in which
it engages with the relevant departments in the county government.

3.6

Initiatives and interventions undertaken to resolve these grievances

The situation in Turkana South and Turkana East has evolved into a culture of protests when
the people want their grievances heard as can be seen from the timelines. An important factor
in this is inadequate genuine community participation from the very beginning of oil
explorations, and related to this, the reliance upon communication via elite Turkana who are
often also disconnected from the communities. While the oil company has instituted a formal
grievance handling procedure, the procedure has not been seen to be effective in addressing
community grievances as it relies heavily on individual complaint reporting. It has also been
reported that once a complaint has been reported, the process of addressing it has not been
clear. Most community members found the process unresponsive and stopped using it
altogether.
Many of the youth in the community have realized that these protests are effective means of
getting the attention of both the government and the oil company. The downside of his is that
the oil company has become a target when the communities are aggrieved and even when the
grievance has nothing to do with the operations of the oil company.
Different actors have intervened to resolve these grievances in the following ways:
(a) National Government
The national government, through the Ministry of Petroleum and Mining, has generally
been reactive rather than proactive in resolving grievances from the communities. As can be
seen from the timelines of key events, the Ministry would intervene after protests or
demonstrations and MoUs between the Ministry and the oil company would be signed.
However, these have not been effective in addressing the grievances as the protests have
continued since 2013.
The recent protest when the Early Oil Pilot Scheme was set to begin resulted in the oil
company suspending its activities and evacuating its staff. The period lasted two months and
has been reported to have had a cost implication of USD 400 million. The Ministry of
Petroleum and Mining was keen to restart the operations and came up with a two-tier
Turkana Grievance Handling Mechanism that is aimed at resolving future grievances
before they escalate to a level that is economically costly. However, yet again there were
sentiments from among some of the Turkana County officials that they had been sidelined
in this structure yet their participation is key. The structure is heavy on national government
representation and very thin on county representation.
(b) County government
There are different committees formed at the county government level to act as
information sharing avenues between the oil company and the county government. These
committees are:
o Committee on energy;
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o Environment department at the county level has regular meetings with
the oil company;
o Water ministry has an MoU with the oil company on areas of mutual
interest; and
o The establishment of Peace Directorate at the county level with
structures at the sub county levels.
(c) Oil company
The oil company has created a dispute resolution mechanism known as the grievance
handling mechanism to address dispute between the company and the community.
Company-County department forums have also been created to share information on oil
developments.
(d) Civil Society
Engaging the community at different levels by educating them on the Community Land Act
2016, providing training to communities about the extractives sector and act as community
voices to raise awareness on community issues arising out of the oil operations. Civil
Societies operating in Turkana County and particularly in Turkana South and East are
better informed on matters related to oil operations and have been instrumental in
increasing knowledge capacity within these communities.34

3.7

Possible barriers/impediments to the resolution of these grievances

(a) Political barriers
The elected leaders who are supposed to represent the interests of the people have been seen
to compromise the interests of the people. This was echoed by many of those interviewed
particularly as regards the revenue sharing to the community. The sentiment was that the
people had not been consulted on this new deal of 5%. The community in Lomokoma is
locked in a dispute with their area MP and the MCA. They state that these politicians are
awarding themselves tenders and use communities to protest for their own selfish needs. The
community even took the two to court over grievances with the waste management plant in
their location.
(b) Economic barriers
Elite capture was noted as another barrier to resolving disputes. It was noted that rich
individuals and politicians had curved a niche for themselves to access tenders and dole out job
opportunities disregarding the needs of the community members. They use local youth to
agitate for their interests but when opportunities arise, they take for themselves. Case in point is
the light vehicle scheme that was supposed to benefit the community that ended up benefiting
the local politicians and the elites.
(c) Regulatory and contractual barriers
The lack of a legal framework governing the upstream oil development is a major barrier to
resolving grievances. This is especially concerning the revenue sharing as well as matters
affecting local content.
(d) Institutional capacity barriers
The county government stakeholders suggested the need for a framework that provides for
better engagement between the county government and the national government so as to build
34

This information was shared with the research team during the mapping of key actors’ exercise.
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a better working relationship between the two particularly as relates to information flow from
the Ministry of Petroleum and Mining, State House, National Treasury to the county
government.
(e) Other barriers
All the stakeholders interviewed with the exception of the oil company decried lack of
information as another impediment to understanding the sector and hence provide some
reference towards solving grievances emanating from the sector.
The civil society organisations and community stakeholders noted that the role of elders in
resolving grievances has been compromised. Traditionally, elders are the custodians of the land
at the clan level but with the introduction of this new resource, elders’ powers have been
eroded as they have been employed as village socialization officers by the oil company. The
community members view this as turning elders against them as they are essentially employees
of the company and therefore represent the interests of the company.

3.8

Future/anticipated oil related grievances in Turkana County

In addition to aforementioned grievances that are already ongoing, if unresolved, there are also
new emerging grievances that are anticipated in the next phase of oil operations and its
antecedent infrastructure development. These are:
§ Anticipated loss of more community land as the oil developments move to the
production stage and LAPSETT construction of pipeline and other facilities;
§ Risk of oil spills when the resources begin to be transported caused by technical
accidents or deliberate sabotage;
§ Oil may also trigger more insecurity and conflicts. In fact, the industry has already
played a role in this regard; and
§ There could also emerge intense social conflicts over revenue allocation, or
provoked by the influx of migrants in search of economic opportunities

4. Conclusion and Recommendations
Turkana people prefer to resolve disputes by informal modes, particularly mediation, and
would readily submit to elders as appropriate neutrals. Mediation is considered to be kinder,
more flexible and more confidential than litigation as it enhances understanding and
communication between disputing parties. Importantly, the community considers mediation as
being reconciliatory in nature as opposed to litigation which ends up creating sharp division and
enmity in the long-run.
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Litigation also takes a really long time. As a result, not more than 10% of all cases filed in the
Lodwar Courts even get to the trial stage as majority are settled out of court or simply
abandoned.35 It is therefore expected that mediation will provide easy access to justice and
avoid the expense of litigation which is quite unaffordable to the common Turkana. So, court
annexed mediation, which adopts an all-inclusive approach to ADR in general with litigation as
the last resort might be better suited to the Turkana situation.

4.1

Recommendations for the Oil Company

During this new phase of development, the oil company should put in place the proper
communication structure, and establish an integrated strategy of stakeholder engagement, that
include systematic consultations with communities before and during the conduction of any
activity on their land.
Inputs from the County Government should be requested and taken into consideration, before
implementing CSR projects, or when planning the construction of infrastructure. Moreover, the
oil company should provide the county government with detailed, information on the progress
of the operations. In addition, representatives from the county government, as well as from the
civil society, should be invited to attend any meeting with community that involves negotiations
or signing of agreements.
In the unforeseen event that there exists more grievances that lead to road closure or
suspension of operation, the oil company should put in place measures to ensure that the social
investment projects such as water pumps and water provision is kept running to avoid instances
where communities such as Nakukulas are left without water because the oil company has
switched off and removed the water pump and that those subcontracted to provide water to
villages continue to do so even as the standoff is yet to be addressed or is being addressed.
A communication structure with the local civil society should be established, and should be as
inclusive as possible rather than based on personal connection. A complete overhaul of the oil
company’s grievance handling mechanism is necessary. Presently, this mechanism is not
working for the community or the oil company. Moreover, the use of elders by the oil
company as village socialization officers undermines the elders’ role in the community as they
are seen as the oil company’s employees rather than their traditional roles as elders in the
community that are key in resolving grievances.
The company, in designing a new grievance mechanism, must involve the community of
interest in the design so that it is co-developed and encourages the community to own the
process, rather than it being perceived as a construct of the company alone. Where the
community already have accepted local dispute resolution processes in place that incorporate
local customs and practices, it is recommended that the company consider these as a starting
point and look to build on these rather than creating something entirely new, provided that the
pre- existing local processes do not conflict with universally accepted human rights norms.
To demonstrate openness and transparency, it is important for a grievance mechanism to
incorporate public summary reporting that describes the number and types of community
concerns that have been registered, the resolutions and other key indicators that the company
35
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uses to ensure that the process is operating efficiently. When designing this report, it is
important to take the necessary care to address privacy and anonymity concerns. By
encouraging joint company–community grievance mechanism reporting or stand-alone
community-based reporting on the grievance mechanism process and outcomes, the company
will build trust and awareness in the community. Public summary reporting will help
communities overcome the distrust of internal, grievance mechanism by demonstrating a clear
commitment to openness and transparency by the company.
Senior staff could be more present on the ground, instead of leaving all public affairs matters
exclusively in the hands of the local staff. In addition, more attention should be paid in the
selection of those who represent the company with local stakeholders, to avoid the perception
that their actions might be driven by political or economic agendas.
Sub-contractors play a significant and often overlooked role in shaping the relationship between
communities and oil companies. This is so because the largest majority of jobs and tenders are
provided by these firms, and also due to the fact that communities may not differentiate
between oil companies and their sub-contractors. Given the importance that communities`
perceptions hold for the peaceful development of the industry, proper due diligence should be
conducted before and after the award of a contract to an external firm.
The additional investment necessary to strengthen the monitoring and enforcement processes
could pay huge dividends to the oil company, by means of avoiding future conflicts with
communities, and the associated costs.

4.2

Recommendations for Turkana County Government

Engaging with the oil industry should be considered as a main government priority, given the
far-reaching consequences that the sector will have for the region in the near future. The
executive and the assembly should together increase their participation in the governance of the
sector, by clarifying the mandates of the various authorities, and develop policies and long-term
strategies containing a roadmap for future engagement in the sector.
A vision should also be developed, together with communities and civil society, illustrating the
development trajectory envisioned for Turkana County, and how oil can contribute to its
achievement.
The cases of corruption that involved several members of the executive, and the widespread
irregularities found by the Auditor General in the expenditure and procurement procedures
adopted during these first two years of the devolved government should be a red flag. In light of
the future revenues that will come in the form of royalties and other taxes, effective anticorruption and transparency measures should be implemented and enforced. Similarly, a
structure should be created on how the profit oil percentage due to the community and the
county envisaged in the Petroleum Bill will be utilized.
Turkana County is yet to begin the process of registering community land as required by the
Community Land Act, 2016 yet individual land purchase has increased in the last eight years
and continues to rise. Moreover, compensation for land and land access for national projects
like the oil operations and the anticipated pipeline is yet to be debated and adjudicated. So far,
no compensation for land has been conducted in the region. It is recommended that the
County government speed up the process of registering community land and together with the
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National Land Commission come up with a land compensation framework to avoid further
grievances on land in the future.
The county government needs to work with the National Environmental Management
Authority to ensure the Environmental Impact Assessment of projects are properly executed
and mitigation factors in the environmental management plans are employed. There is need to
identify measures to contain waste from oil operations such that it does not contaminate the
environment and endanger the health of people and their livestock.

4.3

Recommendations for the National government

The Production Sharing Contracts (PSCs) of all petroleum blocks allocated to oil companies
should be made public, as well as all relevant information including: project documents, criteria
used to award the contract, taxes collected, etc. The measures on transparency contained in the
Petroleum Bill and the Bill itself should be speeded up and signed into law so that
implementation to take effect. In addition, strong anti-corruption provisions should be added
into the new Model PSC and the Petroleum Bill.
More than six years have passed since oil was discovered, and the sector remains governed by
an Act that dates back to the 1986. The deadline set by the Constitution for enacting the new
regulatory framework was August 2015 yet most of the legislations guiding this sector are still
being re-drafted. The legislative process should be speeded up, and enriched by systematic
consultations with the civil society and all relevant stakeholders. This is especially important
particularly in the area of revenue allocation and management and environmental protection.
Policy and subsequent implementation will need to ensure that the 5% revenue allocation to
the community is not lost in administrative expenses, and that the board members of the
envisaged community trust fund properly represent local people.
The civil society platforms, and individual organizations engaged in the Kenyan extractive
industries should be considered as a resource, rather than as an adversary. A formal and
comprehensive communication structure should be established, to ensure that the civil society
is fully involved in the governance of the sector.
The national government should provide a clear framework of information flow from the
national government, county government and the community. For example, between the
ministry of Mining and Petroleum and the county government, national treasury and county
government especially on the issue of disbursement of the oil revenue to the county. A defined
consultative process from the national government to the county government and to the
community will go a long way to assuage fears and reduce the chances of future disputes in this
sector.
The National Land Commission in collaboration with the county government needs to deal
with the complexities on land ownership and compensation and should provide a clear land
and livelihood valuation and compensation framework taking in mind the value Turkana
people attach to their land and all that grows on it. This will reduce the possibility of future
grievances relating to land access and land ownership in the region.
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It is commendable that the Ministry of Mining and Petroleum has gazetted a Turkana
Grievance Handling Mechanisms.36 However, this mechanism has to be inclusive of the key
stakeholders at the subcounty and county level as these are the first point of contact for
community whenever they are aggrieved. A three-tier system needs to be established at the
subcounty level, county level and national level in order for this grievance mechanism to work
for the people of Turkana. This mechanism needs to recognize existing structures and the
aspirations of the communities most affected by oil operations in the region.

4.4

Recommendations for international aid agencies

International aid agencies must really rethink their engagement in their work in the region. The
communities we spoke with are not against the oil company operations. They have been very
quick to note the positive impacts that this resource has brought in their lives. It is also true that
Turkana is a very peaceful society. In fact, as documented in this report, the communities have
mechanisms and structures of mediating general grievances in their communities amicably.
Turkana elders have been known to mediate and negotiate peace between the Turkana and
Pokot when the national government has failed. A peace negotiation that is usually respected by
both sides of the team. Much of the peace enjoyed between Turkana and its neighbours is
through elder negotiations. The narrative that Turkana is a hotspot for violence may not be
entirely true despite the County being surrounded by communities that have had a long history
of raids and livestock theft – a situation that has already been mentioned in this report as
requiring the attention of the national government to address the insecurity and protection of
personal property. What international agencies working on peace building call conflict in the
extractives sector is really grievances.
The international aid agencies could help communities understand the role of the investor and
therefore create a platform to understand what to expect from the investor to manage the
expectations of both the investor and the host communities and to a large extent that of every
Kenyan.

4.5

The Role of Courts

Based on our research, we believe that some of the grievances addressed in this report can be
handled in the above recommended ways. Additionally, the role of the Courts is essential in the
following areas:
4.5.1

Non-Judicial Mechanisms

(a) Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)
The Turkana people are not litigious by nature. They resolve most if not all their disputes
through elders. As such, a system of grievance adjudication should be provided that is
tailored to their needs. There is already a general level of public confidence in the
suitability of ADR processes outside the court structure when it comes to resolving general
grievances.
In deciding the appropriateness of the ADR processes, courts can help in framing the
relevant factors concerning the nature of the grievance and the characteristics of the
parties. Relevant factors concerning the nature of the grievance such as: the subject matter,
36
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procedural history, and the complexity of the grievance. Relevant factors concerning the
characteristics of the parties include: the relationship between the parties, their interests
and wishes, their legal capacity and power and informational imbalance.
(b) Mediating social license to operate
Mediation secures the ‘social license to operate’ for IOCs. “Social License”, in the present
context, is the formal and informal approval a company requires from stakeholders to
carry out its activities.37 Its acquisition requires that companies develop on-going, positive
relationships with the people who are likely to be affected by its activities, in order to enjoy
support from them. According to Joyce and Thomson,
“company’s performance in the areas of safety, social and environmental
management is critical to gain and retain this ‘social license’, and in doing so,
the company is better positioned to gain access to new resources, receive
regulatory approval to operate, attract higher - quality employees and enjoy
support from a wider range of stakeholders”.38
As evidenced in this report, all the communities that the research team spoke with
including the key stakeholders have maintained that the oil company did not secure a
social license to operate. It would be advisable to revisit this issue through a mediated
process to ensure no more future grievances related to social license to operate.
(c) Grievances about the Environment
Oil extraction may have a number of adverse effects on the environment at various stages
in the process, many of which have been identified by the local communities in the villages
we spoke with as threatening human and animal health. Toxic wastes and effluents in both
exploratory and extractive phases were reported to have killed the goats of one of the
elders in one of the communities. During extraction, there were removal of water mixed
with the oil underground that was dumped in one of the villages in Lomokoma. The
cumulative effect of such contaminated water has been reported to have killed livestock.
However, this information is disputed by the oil company which states that it has been very
careful is disposing waste from the oil operations.
The statutory environmental impact assessments in Turkana have been inadequate, and
that consultants carrying them out are paid by companies which may prejudice their
findings.39 Reports are available but are very large and difficult to access, download and
comprehend. No popular versions of the EIA reports have been provided and this makes
it almost impossible for the communities to participate, which is a legal right. The
community members have raised concerns about the destruction of community
environment, especially trees40 and cultural sites by trucks and large-scale equipment.
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There are also concerns about the wastes from the exploration process and whether or not
they are disposed of safely.
(d) Land issues
In Turkana, the agreement with the oil companies occurred prior to any devolution
processes, when the Authority holding the land was the Turkana County Council (no
longer in place). At this time the TCC noted that it was completely bypassed in the
agreement.41 ILEG, a local NGO notes that a legal framework on eviction and resettlement
is needed to ensure these measures are clearly undertaken, since currently, investors
submit their own resettlement plan action done in accordance to international best
practices, but that this may be unreliable.42 Lastly, a concern about the Land Act 2012 is
that no proper deﬁnition of the community representatives is provided, allowing powerful
players to acquire and misuse these positions.
In addressing the grievances in regard to the process of land acquisition and compensation,
court user committees (CUCs) can be instrumental in addressing grievances arising from
land. Compensation raises complicated legal questions as to who should be compensated
given that most of Turkana land is communally owned. Substantial issues like who should
be compensated and procedural issues like how compensation should be carried out.
At the County level, the Sub county administrators and ward administrators can be trained
in ADR to apply to apply the same when resolving general and specific oil operations
related community grievances. In order for this to work, the Sub County Administrators
and Ward Administrators will require specific level of training on ADR, written ethical
principles covering the conduct of ADR and a specified mechanism for a complaints
procedure in relation to the performance or ethical violations of an ADR neutral in respect
to the ADR process.
Elders can also be engaged in their areas of jurisdiction on grievance resolutions. The
Small Claims Court Act, 2016 provides a legislative framework that can be used by elders
to address grievances in the community. It is important to delink elders from employees of
the oil company to maintain their role as trusted traditional community leaders. Elders can
also be trained to understand the salient features of the MoUs that they are signing with the
oil company on behalf of the community.
4.5.2

Judicial Mechanisms

The question as to the definition of who is community is one of law and must be
determined by the courts. Presently, the community is divided as to who should benefit
from the 5% revenue sharing. The same is replicated in other counties where extraction of
natural resources is taking place such as Kwale County. As such, court direction would be
important to provide an interpretation of the community envisaged in the law to avoid
future disputes in the sector.
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4.6

Conclusion

This research has shed light on the way grievances are shaping up the Turkana landscape and
the effects thereof. The report has presented an analysis of the resource governance dynamics
occurring at the local level, in Turkana County. It has discussed the many problems that have
affected the development of the industry from the beginning and how the oil company is still
grappling with finding a way to include the local stakeholders in decision making. In the
beginning, the oil company primarily excluded them and this conduct resulted in a number of
grievances that culminated in large protests. The most recent being in June 2018 that forced
the oil company to suspend its operations for two months. This forced the national government
and the oil operator to come up with a grievance management mechanism before the oil
company resumed its activities. Despite the positive changes introduced by the company, there
still remains a lot to do to rebuild the relationship between the community and the various
actors - the oil company, the county government and the national government.
The reactive, rather than proactive policy adopted by the national government and the oil
company, appear to have sent the message among locals that protests represent the only
effective means to make their voices heard by both the government and the oil company and
thereby influence their behavior. It is thus not surprising that episodes of protests and
demonstrations have persisted until now. After all, it was through a protest that workers
managed to have their wages increased in 2014. It was through yet another protest in 2018 that
the national government and the oil company came up with and gazetted a Turkana Grievance
Management procedure.
Secondly, stakeholder engagement continues to be highly transactional and ad hoc rather than
systematic and integrated in the corporate strategy of both the oil company and the
government. Moreover, interactions with communities still appear limited, and in most cases,
meetings represent mere outreach activities, rather than meaningful consultation processes.
Thirdly, even the few interactions that occur are exclusively industry driven and devoid of the
presence of the county government or civil society organizations. Therefore, company and
communities interact in an unchallenged arena, where communities have very few means to
hold the company accountable (with the exception of benefit agreements seen in Lomokoma)
and almost everything is left to the company’s own strategy of CSR.
In addition, the Turkana county government is yet to come up with a structured design of
capacity building programs for the communities.
Political capture of the benefits accruing from the industry is also an important issue. Those in
power have constantly used their position to allocate jobs and tenders to their families and
cronies, leaving the rest of the community to compete for even meager opportunities than
those available. Although communities have successfully persuaded the oil company to change
its policy on the matter, and to let them decide who should benefit, from the temporary
employment opportunities negotiated in the LoUs, it seems that CLOs, chiefs, and politicians
are still very influent in the allocation of jobs and tenders.
Based on the findings in this report, it is clear that there is a broad consensus in Turkana that a
grievance handling mechanism specific to the extractives sector that works for all is both
necessary and a priority. Moreover, the type of mechanism established will have to apply to the
entire extractives sector (oil gas and mining) in the country.
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